


The AD Klíma Hungária Trading and Service Ltd. provides new principles for serving 
air conditioning requirements. It owns the exclusive representative rights of several products 
of more manufacturers, which are already well-known or new, respectively, in Hungary, but 
they are leading manufacturers of other parts of Europe. 

We can recommend solutions for all and every air conditioning need for our partners. 
Especially in the field of industrial technology applications. We are the exclusive 
representative of our suppliers in our country. The main point is that all of them focus on a 
specific product area, thus they can reach professional quality in that field with a competitive 
price. 

Customization and precise solution. These words are the best to characterize our work, 
during which we choose the optimal solution according to our customers’ requirements. We 
does not ask you to reform your system according to the possibilities of our equipment, but 
we are adapting ourselves. 
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SERVICE 

Certainly the quick and full-scale spare part supply is provided for all devices, which are 
distributed by our company. Installation, operation, maintenance and service works are 
performed solely by our own, well skilled colleagues. 

Our technical service has 365 day per year, 24 hours per day standby service, thus our 
standby service personnel are always at our customers disposal, with service cars with state 
of the art tools, as well as with a central warehouse with spare air conditioning devices and 
spare parts.

For maintenance, and for the continuous service tasks currently we have more entirely 
equipped service cars. Our maintenance sites are available in all parts of the country, where 
we can assure presence deadlines according to our customers’ requirements. On the basis 
of the configured informatics system and the nonstop phone availability our 24 hours per 
day service standby team can provide maximum of 2 hours presence deadline (within 
Budapest) and maximum of 5 hours presence deadline (within the country). (Presence 
deadline is recorded in the separate concluded maintenance contract.)



OUR PARTNERS 

The AD Klíma Hungária Ltd. has plentiful past in the field of cooling and air conditioning. On 
the basis of our staff’s more than 10 years of experience in air conditioning industry, as a 
result of successful negotiations in 2006 we received the Hungarian representative rights of 
an air conditioning manufacturer company with one of the largest heritage in Europe, the 
Airedale (www.airedale.com). 

Probably the well known part of their 
wide product range are the precision 
devices, in the fields of their usage 
areas there are computer- and server 
rooms, telecommunications and data 
centers, laboratories, operating 
rooms etc.. The plant produces super-
quiet standard and free cooling 
chillers, outdoor aggregates and hall 
cooling units also for technological 
cooling and special applications.

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC ( www.melcohit.com ) units 
the product range of several Italian air conditioner 
manufacturer. All equipments of comfort usage 
areas can be found between the products of the 
manufacturing plants. Chillers and heat pumps in 
the range of 5 to 4000 kW. They produce 
equipments not only for liquid cooling of buildings 
but for direct cooling of technologies as well

https://ad-klima.hu/en/chiller 

https://ad-klima.hu/en/heat-pump 

https://ad-klima.hu/en/precision-air-conditioning 

https://ad-klima.hu/en/it-cooling 

http://www.airedale.com/
http://www.melcohit.com/
https://ad-klima.hu/hu/hoszivattyu
https://ad-klima.hu/hu/folyadekhuto
https://ad-klima.hu/hu/klimaszekreny
https://ad-klima.hu/hu/it-hutes


The products of STEFANI (www.stefani-online.it) company are applied not only in the field 
of air conditioning, but for industrial and commercial cooling as well (eg. cooling chambers). 
Several larger manufacturer buy their condensers, dry coolers, air coolers and heat 
exchangers as an OEM product, and resell those. Between them there are RC, Uniflair, 
Climavenetta, Sabiana plants, who choose Stefani as supplier not only due to the fair price, 
but for the high quality requirements as well.

Our company has started the distribution of MITA (www.mita-tech.it) cooling towers in the 
same time with Airedale. MITA manufactures since 1967 in Italy and Spain excellent quality 
closed and opened cooling towers, respectively, adiabatic coolers and evaporative 
condensers. We have several references as well for industrial and comfort applications in 
Hungary. 

https://ad-klima.hu/en/condensers-dry-coolers-air-coolers

https://ad-klima.hu/en/cooling-tower 

http://www.mitatech.it/
https://ad-klima.hu/hu/kondenzator-szarazhuto-leghuto/
https://ad-klima.hu/hu/hutotorony


BINI CLIMA (www.biniclima.eu) produces fan-coil devices since 1977. Our company 
distribute the BINI fan-coil products since 2012 with great success. We can provide the 
entire product range for our customers. With special consideration to industrial 
applications, and special noise and performance requirements.  

A MEKAR (https://www.mekar.it/eng/) is a dynamic company strongly oriented to 
technological innovation, specializing in the design, development and production of units 
and integrated solutions for air treatment. The Company has as its primary objective the 
maximum customer satisfaction, for this it aims primarily to guarantee high standards of 
reliability of its product range and a pre and post-sales assistance service, provided by 
professionals and technicians highly specialized in the sector.

https://ad-klima.hu/en/fan-coil-2

https://ad-klima.hu/en/air-handling-units



Richter Gedeon Nyrt. 

Budapest 
TX-W 1A00-6D 00 water 

cooled chiller 
2 x 3, 5 MW 

Without completeness, some of our references from past years

REFERENCES 

Pesterzsébet Rink 

Robert Bosch Electronics 

 

Nolato Mosonmagyaróvár Ltd. 

Pesterzsébet
MITA MCC closed circuit cooling 

tower 
950 kW capacity 

Hatvan 
Mitsubishi chillers and Stefani air 

coolers 
Chillers capacity:  700 kW 

Mosonmagyaróvár 
2 RC EVO FREE chiller

 Cooling capacity: 1200 kW 



Eszter gom 
Mitsubishi air cooled PAC units

Capacity: 160 kW 

Hotel Leonardo, Budapest 
Stefani condensers, Mitsubishi 

chillers and fan-coil units 
Condensers capacity: 2x323,6 kW 

Chillers capacity: 4x117,3 kW 

Budape st 
Chilled water PAC units with 

chillers
Capacity: 5,6 MW 

Kaposvár 
MITA cooling towers 

  Food industry Sugar mill
 

Total performance: 14.91 MW

REFERENCIÁINK 

Suzuki Hungary

Hotel Leonardo

NISZ data centre 

Kaposvár sugar mill 
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